Grow your business to become **Fortune 500**

All-in-One Suite of 50+ apps for your entire business - $15
Marketing
Capture more leads with outreach over the web, email, and social

Sales
Generate more leads, automate outreach tasks, and close deals faster

HR and Ops
Manage the entire employee lifecycle including hiring, training, and performance management

Developers
Ideate, develop, deploy, adopt, and maintain your applications

Support
Improve customer experience by gathering intent, onboarding, resolving issues, and feedback

Collaboration
Empower your team to organise, collaborate, and communicate seamlessly

Productivity
Automate your end-to-end business processes to increase efficiency and productivity

All-in-One Suite
All-in-One SUPPORT SUITE
Enhance Customer Satisfaction
Support Lifecycle Apps

**Intent**
- Problem: Guide to setup
- Quick Learning
- Start working faster

**Onboarding**
- Problem: Self Onboarding
- Interactive Onboarding

**Resolve**
- Problem: Easy & Quick response
- History of the user conversation

**Feedback**
- Problem: Collect customer feedback

**Solution**

**Forms.io:**
- Create form using Drag & drop form builder
- Share the forms using emails
- Manage response by editing and exporting
- Share forms to people you want to interact

**NinjaOnboarding:** Design workflow and pop up

**Support.cc:** Create Knowledge Base document function wise / product wise

**Schedule.cc:** Schedule online appointments

**PBXPlus:** Incoming and outgoing calls

**OutReachly:** Cadence for follow ups

**NinjaChat:** Unlimited Chat with live agent for complicated issues

**UserTracker:** Visitors’ Activity to know which page has viewed or downloaded

**BotUp:** Available 24/7 for better services

**FeedbackUp** to collect customer feedback to identify your clients' demands quickly and get Insights for functionalities, integration possibilities, and customization options.
Apps That Complement Your Support Activities

- CRM Software
- Video Conferencing
- Personalize Marketing
All-in-One SUPPORT SUITE
Enhance Customer Satisfaction
Enhance Customer Satisfaction
With 500app’s Support Suite

Thank You for Your Time